UNIVERSITY PROFESSORS WILL MEET TODAY

The local branch of the American Association of University Professors will meet at 2:30 o'clock in the University room of the University building today. All members of the A.A.U.P. are invited to attend.

PROFESSOR JAMES OF NORTHWESTERN COMING

Professor James of Northwestern will speak in the history room at 2 o'clock today. All members of the faculty are invited to attend.

A New Electrical Device

A new electrical device for use in physics laboratories will be introduced at the University this week. The device is expected to be of great value in teaching physics, and is said to be more accurate and easier to use than any other device of its kind.

Final Examinations

Lecturers will hold final examinations on all subjects during the next two weeks. Students are advised to study diligently in preparation for these examinations.

BERNICE COLE MADE PRESIDENT OF Y. W.

Mrs. Harry Jones, assistant professor of history, has been elected president of the Y. W. C. A. for the coming year. Mrs. Jones has served as vice-president of the organization for the past two years.

Bare Naked Truth

A new book, "Bare Naked Truth," has been published by the University press. The book is a collection of essays on various subjects, and is said to be both entertaining and informative.

NORTHWESTERN UNIVERSITY

New President Appointed

Professor James, of Northwestern University, has been appointed as the new president of the University. Professor James is well known for his work in the field of education, and is expected to bring new life to the University.
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UNIVERSITY PROFESSORS GOING FORWARD FOR HEP-ZET PRODUCTION

Final Examinations Will Take Place Tomorrow — Settling at Barns, N. Y.

PATRONS AND PATRONNESSES NAMED

Big Rush Expected at Opening of New University Farm at Barns, N. Y.

EACH member of the University faculty who enrolls in the military service of the country will be given toward any degree thus obtained a sum of money equivalent to the cost of tuition and fees.

IOO LAW ARE FOR BEGINNING DRILL

Endorsements Expressed by Various Commanding Officers

Remarkable Progress.

It is estimated that the enrollment of the University for the coming year will be over 1,000 students. This is due to the fact that the University is offering courses which are of great value to the general public.

NEW BUREAU SENDS OUT QUESTIONNAIRE

Ask Alumni and Students What Kind of Military Service They Are Prepared to Render

Three thousand University graduates since 1914 will receive blanks to be filled out by the local committees of the International Intelligence Bureau. Professor Greenway, the assistant for this bureau, is in charge of the mailing of the blanks which are to be prepared in conjunction with Cap- tant McRae C. C. Munson, commandant of the bureau.

THE SOLIDERS CREEK

I believe in peace, but in honor with honor and self-respect, I believe that war is a terrible thing that should be avoided, if possible; but I also believe that there are things in this world worse than war, peace without honor and self-respect is one of them.

I believe that the flag of my country stands for: Honor, Truth, Liberty, Humanity. I believe that the duty of every American to uphold the flag and what it stands for, and I believe that the duty of every American to stand by the flag and what it represents.

I believe in personal preparedness, by which I mean if it is ever necessary to protect my family, my home, and my country, I will be prepared to do so.

I believe that citizenship carries with it obligations as well as privileges, and I believe that military service is one of the most important of these obligations.

I believe in the benefits of military training; I believe that it strengthens the body, benefits the health, improves the mind, teaches obedience, discipline, and patriotism.

In short, I believe in military training because it makes for efficiency and better citizenship. —Amendment to Declaration.

(Read at last night's meeting by Captain W. C. Mussman.)

Liberal arts men ask for drill in big mass meeting. All upper classes would submit five hours of drill for three hours regular work.

WILLIAM J. DAVIS

Asst. Professor, University of Iowa, at the Iowa Wesleyan College in the spring of the year.

William J. Davis, of the University of Iowa, has been appointed as the new president of the Wesleyan College in the spring of the year.

Dr. Davis is well known for his work in the field of education, and is expected to bring new life to the Wesleyan College.
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W. R. BOLD.

A RHYTHM OF HISTORY

For those defendes of American tradition who condemn universal military service upon the grounds that it is out of harmony with the spirit of democracy as conceived by the founders of our nation, one who was probably the greatest of democrats will bear some illumination. John Adams, who was probably the greatest democrat, opposed to a standing army, namely, a body of men who avoids an iniquitous preparation on one hand and the danger and expenses of a large force on the other. In order to accomplish such an end he would maintain a small military force and such an organization of the physical strength of the country as would bring it into immediate operation whenever its services might be required.

In his seventh annual message delivered on December 7, 1818, Presi- dent Jackson recommended a classic position of the population for the purpose of military service. In pursuit of this idea divisions would be made according to age and citizens and 28 against it. The feeling was that the vote had not been large enough to be representative, and of officers declared that further consideration might be given to the matter.

E. W. R. ROOBIE

"WHAT MEN LIVE BY."

While smiles in the Daily Iowan after last night's E. W. Duble's read the very familiar head lines "What men Live By." While he agrees to the righteous advice the article he insists that just as such, if not greater emphasis should be placed on "What men Should Buy While They Live." Read his ad in tomorrow's paper in which he explains the only way to buy a cash estate while you live.

C. B. MILLER

C A M E R A

A new 3A. portrait studio, Primo Special, with Cooke Ane-

Am. League will to-morrow.

versal military training and its pose of military service. In pursu- ance, he can thinks he can think of no man that's got his learnin' " He is sure to be the last word in military training. His advice will be helpful to the family and army of any form of military training. He dearly may wish he knew more about it. But form of his own is sure to be better. According to the article coming from" the views of Men Live... to the announcement is sued of the Misses conclusions in the vote recently taken as follows: Other officers will be elected. This will be held later. The proposition of student self-government has been postponed by the figures for further consideration until fall. In the vote recently taken 38 girls voted for the constitution and 24 against it. The feeling was that the vote had not been large enough to be representative, and of officers declared that further consideration might be given to the matter.

WOMEN'S LEAGUE WILL NOMINATE TOMORROW

Nominations of officers of the Iowa Women's league will be made Wednesday, according to the announcement issued yester-

day by officers. Pupils will be estab-

lished in the liberal arts drawing room. Every girl will be eligible for officers will be elected.

The first class to be called to the entire

THE LIBERAL ARTS ACTION

The action taken by the men of the liberal arts college in their meeting last week was seconded unanimously that the men men and that they will do the thing as they see fit for propagating military service.

Two factions presented themselves at the meeting. One favored the amendments as they were adopted.

THE MIDLAND SCHOOLS TEACHERS' AGENCY OF ODES MONTA, IOWA

During the last twelve years has filled thousands of the best teaching positions west of the Mississippi river. Its home is the most liberal offered, and through the confidence and respect of the employing offices, it is able to guarantee satisfactory service. Today for position.

C. B. SCREDDOR, Proprietor and Manager

Mens SPRING SHOES Women

WOMEN'S LEAGUE WILL NOMINATE TOMORROW

Nominations of officers of the Iowa Women's League will be made Wednesday, according to the announcement issued yesterday by officers. Pupils will be established in the liberal arts drawing room. Every girl will be eligible for officers will be elected.

The first class to be called to the entire

THE LIBERAL ARTS ACTION

The action taken by the men of the liberal arts college in their meeting last week was seconded unanimously that the men men and that they will do the thing as they see fit for propagating military service.

Two factions presented themselves at the meeting. One favored the amendments as they were adopted.

MADAM Louise Homer

WORLD FAMOUS CONTRALTO

Science Auditorium

Friday, April 20

8:30 P. M.

Valse $1.50 and $2.00 at

Wieneke's Thursday

Parties are coming from surrounding towns and a sold out house is expected. Therefore numbers will be given to those in line at 6 Thursday morning. Not more than six seats will be sold on one number or one person. Mail orders will be served in the order in which they are received.

Address Wieneke's Arcade Book Store

HOTEL Cumberland

Local news being carried by the Daily Iowan, the majority of those present believed that, because of the shortness of time between new and the close of the academic year, a period of five years at least for a week should be used in drill if any real good would be accomplished. They did not view the tightening of students' schedule as a necessary measure, but as the best means of promoting efficiency in both University work and drill in present students now serving duty by age, with the further re-

STRIAN THEATRE

George M. Cohan in His Initial Pro
-

TO PLAY

"Broadway Jones"

SHOWS AT—

1:00 - 3:00 - 6:30 -6:00

7:30 - 9:00

10c and 25c

Ladies Novelties for Less Money. Come up and get them.

Genuine Quality for Less Money

WE will save you $1.50 to $3.00 a pair.

Ladies Novelties for Less Money—Come up and get and

A. ABRAMS

115-12 EAST WASHINGTON

Novelties and English Lasts

Mens SPRING SHOES

A. ABRAMS

$27.50, will sell for best

$75, will sell for best

Office Hours

208 E. Clinton St., 9:00 to 5:00.

R. W. E. HALL

Address Wieneke's
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FACTOR PLAY

RICHARD BRIMSLEY SHERIDAN’S

“The Rivals”

presented by University faculty people at the

ENGLENT THEATRE
Monday Eve., April 23

One of the funniest comedies in the English language.

RESERVED SEATS—50c, 75c and $1.00

Proceeds to be devoted to the BELGIAN RELIEF FUND

Don’t Make Tragedy of Trifles, Don’t Shoot Butterflies with Rifles. Laugh it off!

BY SEEING

“HER HUSBAND’S WIFE”

Annual Sep-Zet Play

Engleart, Wednesday, Apr. 18

Prices 75c and 50c.

Seat Reservations, Tuesday, April 17
JUDSON'S WARRIORS FOXLIGHTED IN OAKRAWDOM BATTLE

Latter's Brilliant Strategy May Over-Shadow Napoleon's Noted Moscow Retreat.

GERMAN DEPITE FALSE MOTIVI

Figure on Casualties Not Yet

Dr. S. H. Sullivan, assistant professor of physics, advance of the enemy

The day took place in a field just out-

...the cohorts of the 'second battalion under the command of Maj. Paul Rockwood...

...united carrying their wounded but in this popular production Cohan...

...the war-worn veterans assembled the photo stage.

...the company led by their gallant cap-

...Major Rockwood's companies. They turned to the hills northwest of Iowa City...

...the Picture Library and the band at Coralville...